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Abstract
New evidence builds upon the Student Engagement IndexTM and Teacher Engagement IndexTM research
(Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, & French, 2019; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, & French, 2018; Scott-Webber,
Konyndyk, French, Lembke, & Kinney, 2017) determining post-occupancy answers to, “Can we demonstrate
that the design of the built environment for grades 6–8 impacts student academic engagement levels
post-occupancy?” The early studies used respondents from grades 9–12. This one is from users in grades 6–8
(‘alpha’ pilot). All studies were conducted in the USA as convenience samples. Engagement performance is a
high predictor of student success across multiple domains and learning/work experiences. Specifically,
“Research that shows that engagement, the time and energy students devote to educationally purposeful activities,
is the best single predictor of their learning and personal development” (Anonymous, NSSE, 2010, p. 2), and
thus our research focus. From both the students and educators perspectives, design of the built space impacts
engagement performance (p < .0001).
Keywords: academic engagement, architecture, learning place design, post-occupancy evaluation, survey
development
1. Introduction
1.1 Does Design Make a Difference in Learning and Teaching?
Why survey students and educators to see if design makes a difference in their everyday learning or teaching
situations? Because, evidence indicates engagement performance is a high predictor of success across multiple
domains and learning/work experiences. Specifically, “Research shows that engagement, the time and energy
students devote to educationally purposeful activities, is the best single predictor of their learning and personal
development” (Anonymous, NSSE, 2010, p. 2), and thus our research focus. Furthermore, and perhaps just as
importantly, most of our human experiences are inside this built ‘box’ called school; the USA average is 6.5 hrs
per day for approximately 180 days = 1,170 hrs per year; added up = 15,210 hours. Therefore, it stands to reason
that where we spend our time and how these places are designed to support individual needs is critical to
understand.
This current work builds on a career effort and the questions used are framed from multiple researchers in
several domains in a holistic approach titled the Users Environmental Interaction Framework.v2© (UEIF.v2)
(Scott-Webber, 1999). This study builds upon that work in trying to understanding how the deign of the built
environment impacts student academic engagement levels (Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, & French, 2018;
Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, Lembke, & Kinney, 2017; Scott-Webber, 2004; Scott-Webber, Marini, &
Abraham, Spring, 2000). This report differs as it studies a new age cohort - students in grades 6 to 8. The
research question for this study continues to be the same as for the higher grades of 9 to 12. It is, “Can we
demonstrate that the design of the built environment for grades 6-8 impacts student academic engagement levels
post-occupancy?” The research design is explained next.
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This reseaarch team utilized a Humaan-Centered R
Research Desiign (HCRD) protocol to sttudy this que
estion
post-occuppancy. The focus for humann-centered research understaands how the design of the built environment
impacts huuman behaviorr, importantly how users behhave and if thaat behavior waas anticipated iin the development
of the dessign solution. Multiple
M
methhods are often used to answ
wer research quuestions, but ffall into two areas,
a
qualitativee and quantitattive. To ensuree a rich set off data is generaated, the HcRD
D (see figure 1) protocol always
uses a mixxed-method (JJohnson, Onwuuegbuzie, & T
Turner, 2007) rresearch design (inclusive oof both quantittative
and qualitaative) for compparative purpooses, and thus llimits researchh bias. The HcR
RD method usses the followin
ng:
1) Quuantitative techhniques = literrature review, “questionnairees and surveys” (Hanington, 2010, p. 22), and
a
2) Quualitative techhniques = “obsserving and talking to peoplee…these methods are typicaally ethnograph
hic in
naturre, and may include
i
particiipant observattion, artifact analysis, photto and diary studies, contextual
inquiiry, cultural prrobes, and othher methods designed to sam
mple human eexperience” (H
Hanington, 201
10, p.
23).

Figure 1. A hhuman-centereed research dessign protocol ((HcRD)
a the researrch design are in harmony aas the HcRD is human-cenntered and supports
The researrch question and
inquiry rellating to how the built envirronment impaccts human behhavior. Our ressearch questioon asks the sam
me in
the contexxt of the educattional setting ffor grade levelss 6 to 8 and ussed post-occuppancy.
1.2 Explorring the Importance of Studyying the Probleem from a Postt-Occupancy P
Perspective
As we reseearch new design concepts ffor education, aand in order too mitigate the effect of experriencing something
new, we ssurvey post-occcupancy at a minimum off at least threee months afterr occupation iin a new building.
Although m
many definitioons of Post-Occcupancy Evaluuation (POE) hhave been propposed, a usefuul, classic defin
nition
is that “…
…POE can be defined
d
as ‘the process of evvaluating builddings in a systeematic and rigorous manner after
they have been built andd occupied forr some time’ ((Preiser, Harvvey, & Edwardd, 1988,” in, A
Anonymous, 2008).
Our researrch over multiiple years has indicated that from both thee students’ andd the educatorrs’ perspective
es the
design of the school maakes a significcant difference relative to aacademic engaagement perfoormance. How
wever,
their respoonses differ sliightly. Engageement is a critical piece of tthis research. T
This work has the opportuniity to
understandd: (1) the leveel of academicc engagement as perceived bby both studennts and by eduucators about their
students, ((2) whether students
s
at graades 6–8, a nnew cohort level can disceern this impacct, (3) if desig
gn is
supportingg the educationnal efforts, andd then (4) how
w this knowleddge may be useed to impact ddesigns for the next
learning sppaces. This stuudy followed a rigorous scienntific research protocol and pprovided the foollowing:
•

R
Research-grounnded questionnnaire proven to be both reliable and valid, pre-tessted at a diffferent
edductional levells across multiiple years

•

Perceptions received from both user groupss, students and educators, aboout academic eengagement levels

•

A
Awareness of the building’s (macro or oveerall/rest of thee built environnment) buildinng’s design, as well
ass the individuual learning sppaces’ (micro oor classrooms) design and hhow they conttribute to leve
els of
enngagement

•

C
Comparison to instructional sstrategies and hhow these buillt spaces suppoort these endeaavors.
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Overall, thhis 6–8 ‘alpha’ pilot (3 scchools, studennts n = 2,007; teachers n = 210) continnues to extend
d the
knowledgee that the desiign and use off the built spaace at both thee micro (classrroom/learning place), and macro
m
(overall/reest of built learrning spaces) aareas impacts student academ
mic engagemeent levels. Thiss team continu
ues to
work to buuild reliable annd valid instrum
ments for whicch to study thiss important quuestion.
1.3 Relevaant Scholarshipp
The Student Engagemennt IndexTM (SE
EI) questionnaiire is focused oon the student’s perspective.. This current work
builds on a career efforrt and the quesstions used aree framed from
m multiple reseearchers in sevveral domainss in a
holistic appproach titled the Users Envvironmental Innteraction Fram
mework.v2© ((UEIF.v2) (Scoott-Webber, 1999).
A review oof the framewoork is next. Thhe graphic in F
Figure 2 repressents the compplexity of interraction/engagement
understanddings with muultiple facets including thesse specific seggments: (1) laayers of the ddesign of the built
spaces—thhe micro leveel, or classroom, and maccro level, or overall, (2) ttwo Dimensioons of Value and
Environmeent, (3) two Responses
R
of IInternal and B
Behavioral, andd (4) Proxemicc Zones at thee micro level. This
frameworkk has built on the
t research off many others,, particularly classical Enviroonment Behavvior Theorists, in an
effort to m
more fully exam
mine space annd its relationsship to its userrs (Hall, 1966; Sommer, 19559; Maslow, 1943;
1
Bloom, Krrathwohol, & Harrow, 19566; Elliot & Coovington, 20011; Scott-Webber, 2000 & 20004; Scott-Webber,
Abraham, & Marini, 20000) (see Figuree 2).

Figgure 2. Users eenvironmentall interaction fraamework.v2©
© (UEIF.v2)
The curreent study buillt upon early work done in higher eduucation (Scottt-Webber, 2014; Scott-Webber,
Stricklandd, & Kapitula, 2013;
2
Scott-W
Webber, Marinii, & Abraham, Spring, 2000)), and the relattively new rese
earch
for gradess 9–12 survey instruments. This newest rresearch effortt studies gradees 6 through 88. The surveys are
designed tto ask a series of questions reelated to the U
UEIF.v2 relativve to two spatiial areas (1) the overall (or macro
m
environmeent) (2) the claassroom (a miccro environmeent), or learninng spacebuilt eenvironment off the school. Itt also
asks how w
well one can move
m
about, naavigate from innstructional strrategy to instruuctional strateggy; the opportunity
of choice and control over where aand how students may wissh to learn annd with whom
m; whether in
ndoor
environmeental qualities are touched uppon; accessibliity to ‘tools’ w
within their leaarning spaces; ability to see, hear,
be comforrtable and be connected
c
to oothers; and mootivational facctors. It then ffocuses on the situational cu
ulture
[the situatiion of each scchool, and its oorganization’ss culture] of thhe school and their perceived understandin
ng of
the valuess placesd on different typees of learningg experiences. Finally, it ennds with a seet of demogra
aphic
questions.
TEI) questionaiire follows thee SEI with tw
wo specific focci. First, it ask
ks the
The Teachher Engagement IndexTM (T
educator tto rate his/herr student’s enngagement levvels using thee same questiions the studeents’ receive. This
perspectivve is critical and
a the teacheer responses aare compared to the studentt responses. S
Second, it asks the
educator hhow the designn of the built space is suppoorting his/her needs, again aat the macro aand micro leve
els. It
digs in deeeper in the eduucators perspecctive to unpackk the instructioonal strategies and how the ddesign of the sp
paces
support theem.
This reseaarch was attem
mpting to ‘provve’ that the design of space makes a diffeerence in how individuals en
ngage
with each other, with thheir teachers, aand with the accademic conteent. This work tried to underrstand and mea
asure
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what was impacting interactions or engagements. We believed it was important to not just answer the research
question, but try and provide a tool, or index and measurable awareness levels to use as gauges of engagement
and environmental fit. This document reports on a survey of three middle schools, grades 6–8, and is the first
time we have attempted to survey students in this age group, as an ‘alpha’ test, and expected to learn some things
to do differently the next time around. Our earlier surveys were of high schools, grades 9–12. Surveying middle
school students raised several questions:
1) Would middle school students understand a survey of the type we need to do?
2) How much language would need to change to ensure these cohorts would comprehend our questions from
high school?
3) Would middle school students be willing to respond to a survey?
4) How much would the survey need to be simplified and/or shortened for them?
5) Would we get results similar to the high school surveys, and how would results differ?
6) How might middle school teachers answer differently than high school teachers?
We are pleased that overall, students responded well to the survey, and the results were similar to those of the
high schools’ surveys. To address our concern stated in #2, we asked a former assistant superintendent and some
of her educators to review the 9–12 text and help ensure the vocabulary and meaning would fit with this age
cohort. Some slight changes were made to the original surveys (three pilots for high school) as a result of their
reviews. While we encountered a couple issues along the way, there was nothing that would call the validity of
the survey into question. As one would expect, there were some differences between the middle school and the
high school survey responses.
2. Method
A short definition for each step in this Human-Centered Research Design protocol (refer back to Figure 1) is
shared:
• Discover [D]: Develop a research question/hypothesis and understand what will be the best research
design, methods and techniques to find answers, and use them to gather data. It’s best to use three
techniques to ensure bias is reduced. Once gathered the researcher(s) puts this information into
appropriate format(s) for analysis. Whether using quantitative methods or qualitative methods, all data
will be worked to produce some numerical findings. Once this latter stage is done, these become research
‘instruments’ or tools. (NOTE: a human subject’s protocol has been reviewed by a third party prior to
beginning work with a client; all consent forms approved and received).
• Analysis [A]: Take the data from the research techniques and use appropriate methods to break down the
information. By using multiple discovery techniques to avoid bias ensures the comparisons generates
consistent and reliable findings. Use statistical methods when appropriate. Pilot test and test again to vet
the data for reliability and validity.
• Synthesis [Sy]: Recognize the analysis phase of this work only generates facts. What these facts ‘are
saying,’ how each is connected to the next is revealed by generating meaning and understanding relative
to the original question. This segment takes time and expertise to clarify and built a ‘truthful’ and
unbiased consensus from the data.
• Share [S]: Be prepared to share information to multiple audiences and for multiple purposes—clients,
designers, conferences, and research manuscripts.
• Plan [P]: Know all data reveal a truth—not always the ones we’re looking for or expecting. Be prepared to
plan for next steps (ex, go back and address an issue found in a design and/or adjust the design solution
for the next time it is used).
The sample information and response rates are shared next.
2.1 Sample and Response Rates and Analysis of Missing Data
There were three schools used as convenience samples with purposeful user groups (students and teachers), each
school designed by a particular architectural firm, with 1,381 total responses to the student survey. Student
response to the survey was very good, with over 60% of the students in each school responding to the survey.
Response rates from the teachers were much lower at schools A and B; the reason is unknown (see Table 1). The
small number of teachers responding made it difficult to draw statistically valid inferences about how the
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teachers vviewed the diffferent schools. To ensure annonymity, school names aree coded, and aall data represe
ented
here are frrom the 6-8 stuudy.
Table 1. R
Response rates by school
School
A
B
C

No. Students
848
479
680

Respondents
545
403
433

%
64.3
84.1
63.7

Noo. Teachers
120
45
45

R
Respondents
31
20
29

%
25.8
44.4
64.4

We had a good mix of students
s
by grrade level, whiich proved to be an importaant factor in thhe student data
a (see
Figure 3).

Fiigure 3. Grade level indicators/students
Similarly, we had a goood mix of teacchers by grade level; focus oon grades 6-8.. Of course, m
many teachers teach
t
more than one grade; seee self-identifieed other grade levels taught ((see Figure 4).

Figgure 4. Grade llevel indicatorrs / teachers
Of the “Otther” group, thhere was one aanswer each of “Office”, “G
Grade 5”, and ““Counseling”. Overall, there
e was
little probllem with non-rresponse to quuestions on thee survey. Amonng the studentts, 68% answerred every quesstion,
and anotheer 12% skippeed only one quuestion (but noot the same quuestion). How
wever, we did see a little “su
urvey
fatigue” inn the student suurvey, as the nnumber of skippped questionss rose toward tthe end of the survey (see Figure
5).
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Figure 5. Survey responnse rate—surveey fatigue/studdents
Eighty teaachers in all toook the survey, although one person answered only the ddemographic quuestions at the end.
Looking aat the questionn items with numeric answ
wers (1–4 and 6–9), 70 of the 80 teacheers answered every
e
numeric-raating item, andd 4 teachers skkipped only onne item (see ffigure 6). Non--Response of individual num
meric
questions w
was not a probblem on this suurvey; for eachh question grouup with numerric answers thee response rate
e was
95% or beetter on those questions. Fivve teachers quiit after questioon 9, so there was a bit of ““survey fatigue
e”, as
shown in tthe graph below. The greatesst non-responsse was for the second part off question 10, whether the de
esign
supported the teaching method
m
the teaccher used (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Survey responnse rate—surveey fatigue/teacchers
3. Results
3.1 Reliability & Validityy
The objecttive behind meeasuring reliabbility of a surveey is to assess whether people give similarr answers to sim
milar
questions on the surveyy. Consistent w
with the earlieer surveys, wee used Cronbaach’s Alpha too assess reliab
bility.
Alpha is a number betweeen 0 and 1, w
with a value off 1 indicating thhat questions aare answered iin exactly the same
way. We hhave very goodd reliability nuumbers overalll for both the tteacher and thee student surveeys. On the tea
acher
survey, onnly question 4 (classroom annd building rattings) had Alppha below .80,, and the classsroom and building
rating valuues were both greater
g
than .770. On the studdent survey, alll the values off Alpha were also greater than .70,
with only question 1 (im
mportance of vvarious items) being less thaan .80. Thus, w
we conclude thhat both the tea
acher
and the stuudent surveys are
a reliable.
The idea oof validity in a survey is to ask whether the study meaasures what thhe researcher ddesired to mea
asure.
Another m
method to deterrmine whetherr the survey iss providing thee results intendded is throughh convergent (iitems
are stronggly correlated as expected) and divergennt (weak or nnegative correelation) validitty. We have good
evidence oof validity in both
b
the studennt and the teachher surveys. A strong indicaator is the fact that the findings of
these surveys are similaar to, but not iddentical with, the surveys ddone of high scchool studentss and teachers. One
difference is that the reesponse by graade level is off greater impoortance in thiss survey than in the high sc
chool
surveys, ann intuitively pleasing
p
result,, given the yoounger ages off the students. Teachers alsoo seem to sense the
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building ass having a greaater impact onn them than at tthe high schoool level.
Convergennt and divergeent validity inn the student survey may bbe seen in thhe correlationss of the comp
posite
variables; questions 2–9, about how thhings actually w
work and are w
well correlatedd with each othher, while the more
theoreticall question 1 (IImportance of…) has lower correlations w
with all the othher variables. Thus, we see high
and low coorrelations wheere one wouldd expect them tto be.
A similar ppattern occurs in the teacherr survey. Questtion 1 has relattively low corrrelations with the other varia
ables,
and questions 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9 have good correlatiions with eachh other. Some iindividual queestions of particular
interest, allong with a com
mparison of sttudents and teaachers are offerred next.
3.2 Statistiics and Data Analysis
A

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

Classroom
m ratings overaall were fairly similar (see Fiigure 7). Not ssurprisingly, teeachers saw thhe items in que
estion
1 as beingg more importtant than did tthe students. Q
Question 1 haad the greatestt divergence oof opinion betw
ween
teachers annd students. The
T environmeental quality quuestions generrated complainnts about the ttemperature, which
w
seems to bbe universal buut the students rated the noise level as beeing just as baad (see Figure 8). In general, the
students w
were slightly more
m
critical than the teachers. For bothh students annd teachers, onnly 26% rated
d the
temperaturre “Excellent”” or “Very goood”. The overaall average ratiing by studentss was 2.78, annd 2.74 for teac
chers
on our 5-ppoint scale. Thhe average studdent rating forr Noise Level w
was 2.74 (see Figure 9). Diffferences by sc
chool
were minoor. The most divergent
d
variaables are “beloonging to the school’s comm
munity” and ““collaboration,” yet
“mentoringg” shows lesss divergence. These three m
more than the other six varriables are relaated to inter-a
active
sociabilityy, i.e., inter-perrsonal relationnships and enggagements, ratther than indivvidual experiennces and outco
omes
(testing, crritical thinkingg, creativity, ettc.).

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

F
Figure
7. Imporrtance of itemss for engagemeent/students vss. teachers

Figgure 8. Environnmental qualityy ratings from both student aand teachers
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Figure 9. Perrceptions of nooise and tempeerature comforrt levels

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

more positive tthan the studennts (see Figure
e 10).
On questioon 6, the valuees of the schooll, teachers werre sometimes m

Figuree 10. Perceptioons of what thee school valuess
3.3 The Roole of Demograaphic Factors
Some dem
mographic information was ccollected on thhe surveys. Forr the students we asked abouut their genderr and
their gradee level, and we
w asked the teeachers what ggrades they tauught, their gennder, and whatt academic deg
grees
they held. We knew whiich school theyy were at withoout asking. Unnlike the “Omeega’s” (Scott-W
Webber, Kony
yndyk,
French, Lembke, & Kinnney, 2017; S
Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, F
French, & Frennch, 2018), suurvey for the high
school levvel, the schoolss in this surveyy did not becoome a factor inn most of the qquestions. For students, the grade
g
level prodduced some intteresting differences, perhapps a reflectionn of the changees a child expperiences in middle
m
school. In the regressionns described bbelow, demogrraphic factors w
were checked for relevance,, but typically only
the studentt grade level mattered.
m
3.4 Princippal Componennt Analysis & C
Composite Varriables
Before coonstructing thee composite vvariables, desccribed below,, Cronbach’s Alpha was ccomputed for each
question ggroup, and a principal
p
compponents analyssis was perforrmed in order to verify thatt the mean of each
question ggroup would bee a reasonable proxy for the ggroup.
For each nnumeric questtion group, thee mean of the group was ussed as the com
mposite variabble to represen
nt the
whole grouup. If more thaan one questioon in the groupp was skipped, then the compposite variablee for that group
p was
set to a miissing value. The composite vvariables weree used in the reegression analyyses and in thee cluster analyssis.
The compoosite variable for
f question 7 (At the end off a school day, how often do you feel that yyou…) was used as
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the engagement index for both teachers and students. The overall average values for both the teacher engagement
index (TEI) and the student engagement index (SEI) were similar to the corresponding values on the “Omega”
survey, and like that survey, the student values showed greater variability (see Figure 11). The results of the
analysis are next.

STUDENT

TEACHER

Student Survey
Mean: 3.73
Std Dev:
0.82
Teacher Survey
Mean: 3.98
Std Dev:
0.46

Figure 11. Distributions of the engagement indexes
3.5 Analysis Results
3.5.1 Regression Analysis/Students
In general, the school played little or no role in the regression results in this survey, while gender had some
impact, and grade level had even more impact. Consistent with the surveys of high school students, girls tended
to have slightly higher engagement than boys, and those who opted for the “prefer not to say” sector having
lower engagement. Engagement also tends to drop as the grade level rises.
Results of the regressions in this survey were very similar to those of the “Omega” at the high school level.
While there were a couple of statistically significant interactions, they were of little practical importance. The
impact of the various questions on student engagement is basically the same across school, gender, and grade
level. These are shared next:
•

SEI and Question 1: (The importance of various items for engagement). Of all the numeric questions
(1–4, 6, 8, and 9), question 1 has the weakest relationship with student engagement. Regressing the SEI
on just question 1 yields a small r2 = .13. Students who perceive that the items in question 1 are
important show only a slight tendency to have a higher level of engagement.

•

SEI and Question 2: (How well do the classrooms provide you with the ability to…?). Regressing the
SEI on question 2 by itself gives a very strong r2 = .29 with p < .0001. The school is not a factor, but
adding in grade level and gender to the regression raises r2 to .34. Also, there is no interaction of Q2
with either grade level or gender, and we see that students who believe that the classrooms provide the
ability to see and hear well and give access to appropriate items are also likely to be more engaged. The
values of r2 here are quite similar to those of the “Omega” survey (see Figure 12).
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5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Q How well classrooms
Q2
c
prrovide the abiility
to...

Figuure 12. Regression plot of thhe SEI vs. Q2
•

SE
SEI and Questtion 3, (How m
much impact ddoes the desiggn of the classsroom have oon you…). Forr this
qquestion, the scchool figures innto the regresssion, and there is an interactiion between quuestion 3 and grade
g
leevel, though none
n
with schoool or gender. Thus, using qquestion 3, gennder, grade levvel, school, and the
innteraction betw
ween question 3 and grade llevel yields r2 = .31, with p < .0001. Thee interaction, while
w
sttatistically signnificant, only increases r2 from .30 to .31,, resulting in liittle practical iimpact. Using only
Q
Q3 to predict thhe SEI gives r2 = .26, with p < .0001, show
ws a good assocciation by itsellf (see Figure 13).
1

Figuure 13. Regresssion plot of thee SEI on Q3 (im
mpact of classsroom design)
•

SE
SEI and Questiion 4: (Pleasee rate the folloowing aspects of the classrooom environmeent). Students were
assked to rate thheir classroomss on several asspects (noise, ttemperature, liighting, etc.), tthough they did not
raate the buildinng overall, a cchange from thhe grades 9–12 survey. Thee association bbetween the ra
atings
annd engagemennt was fairly sttrong, with r2 = .29, very sim
milar to the “O
Omega” surveyy. Gender and grade
g
leevel, though sttatistically significant, raisedd the value off r2 by only .03, indicating tthat they are minor
m
efffects (see Figure 14).
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5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Q4 Ratings of Classrooms
Figure 14. Regression plot: SEI regressed on Q4 (classroom ratings)
•

SEI and Question 6: (What do you think your school values…). Consistent with the “Omega” survey of
grades 9–12, we see a strong relationship between student engagement and whether the student believes
that the school values items such as creativity, critical thinking, and mentally challenging work.
Regressing the SEI on question 6 alone gives r2 = .39. (The corresponding regression on the “Omega”
survey had a similar r2 of .45). This question and question 8 (impact of the design of the school on
access to peers and teachers and on the ability to move in the classroom) had the strongest association
with student engagement, of all the questions.

Once again, school is not statistically significant, even at the p = .05 level. Adding grade level and gender into
the regression gives only a small improvement in r2, to .42. We may conclude that the effect of the values of the
school is the same across gender, grade level, and school, and the effect of the perceived values on engagement
is quite strong (see Figure 15).

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Q6 Values of the school
Figure 15. Regression plot: SEI vs. values of the school
•

SEI and Question 8: (How much to you believe the design of the school overall impacts your ability)
to….). Once again, school is not significant, nor is any interaction terms. Grade and gender add only a
little to the information provided by question 8, improving r2 from .42 to .45. We have another very
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sttrong associatiion here; studeents who believve that the dessign of the schoool facilitates access to peers and
teeacher and proovides the ability to move in the classrooom tend to hhave higher eengagement. In
n the
“O
Omega” (9–122) survey, thee regression oof the SEI on the corresponnding questionn produced a very
siimilar r2 = .39 (see Figure 166).

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
Q Impact of design of the
Q8
e school overrall
Figure 16. Reegression plot: SEI vs. Q8
•

SE
SEI and Questtion 9: (Levell of impact off the design oof the buildingg on your…).. We see a sttrong
reelationship bettween Q9 and the SEI, with r2 = .30 with the SEI regresssed on questioon 9 alone. Ad
dding
inn the grade levvel improves r2 to .33. Gennder, school, aand the interacction of grade level with Q9 are
sttatistically signnificant, but off little practicaal importance, as each of them
m improves r2 by only .01.

In summarry, these regreessions show a strong statistically significcant relationshhip between saatisfaction with
h the
building annd the student engagement inndex.
3.5.2 Regrression Analyssis/Teachers
3.5.2.1 Thhe TEI and Dem
mographic Varriables
Looking aat gender by itsself, there weree no detectablee differences iin the values oof the Teacher Engagement Index
I
(TEI). Thee means of thee TEI were an all-but-identiccal 3.98 for woomen and 4.01 for men. “Preefer not to say”
” had
a lower m
mean of 3.58, but
b with only tthree people inn that group, tthere is no staatistical signifiicance. Similarrly, a
one-way A
ANOVA for thhe TEI on levvel of educatioon yielded no statistically siggnificant diffeerence. Genderr and
level of edducation appeaar to have no impact on thee TEI. Differennces by schooll were statisticcally significan
nt, at
the p = .00012 level, givinng r2 = .166, w
with school C hhaving the highhest mean (4.117) and school A the lowest (3.75)
(see Figuree 17).

Figure 17. Boxplot of teaacher engagem
ment index by sschool
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3.5.2.2 The TEI and the Numeric Questions (1–4 and 6–9)
Perhaps because of the smaller sample size in this survey, the relationships between the numeric questions and
the TEI lack statistical significance. As we saw with the “Omega” 9–12 survey, the school is a better predictor of
the TEI than are any of the numeric questions. A summary of this information is next:
• Question 1, the second part of question 1 (Design supports), and question 2 do not come close to
statistical significance for the TEI, whether with or without the demographic variables
• Question 3 hovers near statistical significance, but only at the p = .05 level. The school is of greater
importance to the TEI than is question 3. Regressing the TEI on just question 3 yields a measly r2
= .055, with p = .0425, while including the school in the model gives r2 = .22.
• Question 4 Classroom Ratings are statistically significant, with r2 = .10 and p = .0052. Again, school
is more important; adding it to the model raises r2 to .25. This actually a bit stronger relationship than
we saw in the “Omega” survey.
These results are similar to those of the “Omega” from grades 9–12 survey, which also found only weak
relationships between teacher engagement and the other numeric questions. Cluster analysis is described next.
3.6 Custer Analysis
3.6.1 Clusters for the Students
For the students, four clusters worked well. As with the previous surveys, Ward’s Method was used for the
clustering. Average engagement in the clusters varied widely, from a high of 4.70 in cluster 2 to a low of 2.91 in
cluster 4. Alas, cluster 2, with the highest average engagement, is the smallest cluster. Except for question 1, part
2, a higher number means “good” and a lower number means “bad” for the questions. Question 1, part 2 asked
whether the design helped the items in the first part of Q1 succeed, and the scale of question 1, part 2 was
reversed, with 1 = Yes and 2 = No. That explains the strange look in the graph at that question. Thus, the four
clusters are quite neatly stratified, with cluster 2 having the highest means for each question, followed by cluster
1, and then cluster 3, with cluster 4 having the lowest means for each question (see Table 2).
Table 2. Student cluster means
Cluster

1
2
3
4

Count

Q7 Student
Engagement
Index
4.19
4.70
3.46
2.91

356
133
499
182
Cluster
1
2
3
4

Q1
Importance of
various items
3.57
3.97
3.20
2.66

Q6 Values of the school
3.97
4.57
3.22
2.48

Q1 part 2 Is the
design helpful? (1
= Yes, 2 = No)
1.06
1.03
1.14
1.55

Q2 How well
classrooms provide
the ability to...
4.15
4.51
3.43
2.85

Q8 Impact of design of the
school overall
4.14
4.76
3.17
2.40

A corresponding graph of the cluster means is in Figure 18 (see Figure 18).
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Q3 Impact of
classroom
design
3.50
4.58
2.73
2.16

Q9 Impact of design of
building's physical spaces
3.70
4.81
2.82
2.10

Q4 Ratings
of
Classrooms
3.62
4.08
2.91
2.38
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Studen
nt

Figure 188. Corresponding cluster graaph of interprettation of desiggn support/studdent
m the “Omegaa” 9–12 survey
y (see
A look at tthe clusters byy school does nnot show stronng differences,, a change from
Figure 19)).

Figure 19. Cluster means byy school
Consistentt with the regrression results,, one can see a little higher percentage off females than males in clustters 1
and 2, withh a bigger dropp-off in “prefeer not to say” w
when viewing ccluster by gendder (see Figuree 20).
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Figure 20.. Cluster by geender
w
The graphh of clusters byy grade level (Figure 21) iss more dramattic, and the inddicators are gooing ‘in the wrong
direction!’’ Next, is the clustering
c
for thhe teachers.

Figure 21. C
Cluster by gradde level
3.6.2 Clustters for the Teachers
The resultss of the clusterr analysis of thhe teachers aree reminiscent oof the surveys of high schoool teachers. Clu
usters
3 (blue) annd 4 (orange) both
b
show higgh engagementt, while the 26 teachers of clluster 4 are verry happy with their
physical eenvironment, the
t 9 teacherss of cluster 3 are quite unhhappy with it. This divergeence among highly
engaged teachers helps explains whyy the regressions showed sso little conneection betweenn the TEI and
d the
various quuestions (see Fiigure 22).
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Cluster 4

Cluster 1

Teacher

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Figure 22. Corresponding cluster graph of interpretation of design support/teachers
Table 3. Cluster analysis
Cluster
1
2
3
4

Count
23
16
9
26
Cluster
1
2
3
4

Q7 Teacher
Engagement Index
3.908
3.758
4.097
4.144
Q4 Ratings of
Classrooms
3.060
3.102
3.083
3.928

Q1 Importance of
various items
4.061
2.900
4.333
4.046

Q4 Rate the
building overall
3.207
3.188
3.208
4.024

Q1 Design supports
for activities
1.087
1.238
1.956
1.015

Q6 Values of
the school
3.588
3.083
3.370
4.175

Q2 How well classrooms
provide the ability to…
3.555
3.392
2.374
4.024

Q8 Impact of design
of the school overall
3.661
3.125
2.667
4.208

Q3 Impact of
classroom design
3.065
2.292
2.870
3.494

Q9 Impact of design of
building's physical spaces
3.435
2.696
3.079
4.203

The cluster means are in the Table 3 (refer back to Table 3). As with the student survey, the second part of
question 1 (“Design supports?”) had 1 = Yes and 2 = No. Therefore, low values are desirable rather than high
values for that question. Note that cluster 4, with the highest TEI, also had the “best” mean for each question
other than the first part of question 1. Cluster 3, which also had a high mean TEI, had the “worst” ratings for the
“Design Supports” part of Q1, and questions 2 and 8, along with nearly bottom ratings for questions 4 (both parts)
and 6. Clusters 1 (red) and 2 (green) had similar average TEI values, but cluster 1 assigned very low importance
to the items in question 1, while saying that they were very well supported, and cluster 1 saw much more impact
from the building than cluster 2 (questions 3, 8, and 9)
Comparing the teacher cluster by school, results show that School B has the highest percentage of teachers in
cluster 4, the “happy” group, with the highest means for TEI, and no teachers in cluster 3, the group that seems
quite dissatisfied with their classrooms, despite having a high TEI (see Figure 23). What we found regarding the
impact the physical surroundings has on the teachers and students follows.
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Figure 23. Clusters by School
4. Discussion
4.1 Impact of the Physical Surroundings
4.1.1 Teachers
The table below shows the results of t-tests for H0: Mean = 3 vs. Mean > 3 for the questions about the impact of
the building (see Table 4). Meanings of the numbers:
•

Q3: 3 = Moderate impact - 4 and 5 are Makes a noticeable (or big) difference.

•

Q8: 3 = Acceptable - 4 and 5 are Easy or Very easy.

•

Q9: 3 = Moderate impact - 4 and 5 are Makes a noticeable (or big) difference.

Different question items elicited distinctly different average values of the perceived impact of the built
environment. Items significant at the p = .01 level are underlined. The overall view seems to be that the impact
of the design of the school on teachers’ ability to do things is better than merely “Acceptable” (Q8), but that the
impact of the building on teachers (Q9) is greater than the impact on students (Q3). Average values in question 3
are slightly lower than in the “Omega,” while answers to Question 9 tended to be a little higher than for the
corresponding questions in the “Omega.”
Table 4. Impact of built environments/teachers (selected items)
Question Item
N
Q3 How much impact does the design of the CLASSROOM have on your students? It....
Q3a Motivates them to attend classes
77
Q3b Enables then to do their best work
77
Q3c Allows classroom participation
76
Q3d Makes then willing to work hard
77
Q3e Inspires then to achieve better grades/outcomes
77
Q3f Provides the ability to create or lead or teach others
77
Q8 How much do you believe the design of the school overall impacts your ability to...
Q8a Access your peers for collaborating
77
Q8b Access your students for mentoring and feedback
77
Q8c Ability to have your students move to engage in classroom activities
77
Q8d Access appropriate teaching technologies for your use
77
Q8e Access places to display your students’ work
77
Q9 How much impact does the design of the building’s physical spaces have on your…
Q9a Motivation to teach your classes
76
Q9b Perception that teaching is valued
76
Q9c Ability to move around to get your students deeply engaged in their
76
learning
Q9d Willingness to work for higher learning
76
outcomes for your students
Q9e Ability to do your best work
76
Q9f Perception that you can stay connected to the school community
76
Q9g Perception that learning is valued
76
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Mean

T-Test statistic

P <= 3

2.77
3.31
3.63
2.68
2.69
3.13

-1.867
2.800
5.975
-2.665
-2.593
1.12

.9671
.0032
<.0001
.9953
.9943
.1331

3.60
3.66
3.62
3.74
3.34

4.857
6.818
5.329
6.928
2.675

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
.0046

3.22
3.43
3.77

1.662
3.650
7.217

.0503
.0002
<.0001

3.34

2.767

.0036

3.55
3.43
3.66

4.642
3.369
5.809

<.0001
.0006
<.0001
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4.1.2 Students
Students were asked most of the same questions as the teachers about the impact of the built environment.
Question 3 asked about the impact of classroom design on the student’s attitudes. Question 8 asked about the
impact of design on the student’s ability to do certain activities, and question 9 asked about the impact of the
physical spaces on various things. The table below shows the results of t-tests for means of 3 or higher (see
Table 5). For questions 3 and 9, this means at least a moderate impact vs. a little or no impact. For question 8,
this means the impact is acceptable or better. Overall, the averages here are a little higher than those on the
“Omega” survey. The descriptors by grade level are next.
Table 5. Impact of built environment/students (selected items)
Question Item
N
Q3 How much impact does the design of the CLASSROOM have on you? It....
Q3a Motivates me to attend classes
1355
Q3b Enables me to do my best work
1342
Q3c Allows classroom participation
1346
Q3d Makes me willing to work hard
1344
Q3e Inspires me to achieve better grades/outcomes
1348
Q3f Provides the ability to create or lead or teach others
1342
Q8 How much do you believe the design of the school overall impacts your ability to...
Q8a Access your peers for studying
1252
Q8b Access your teachers for mentoring and feedback
1250
Q8c Ability to move to engage in classroom activities
1249
Q8d Choose either to sit/lounge/stand in order to be active in the
1245
classroom
Q9 How much impact does the design of the building’s physical spaces have on your…
Q9a Motivation to attend my classes
1250
Q9b Perception that learning is valued
1247
Q9c Ability to move around to become deeply engaged in my learning 1249
Q9d Willingness to work for higher learning outcomes
1238

Mean

T-Test statistic

P <= 3

2.87
3.14
3.35
3.07
3.09
3.13

-3.65
4.05
10.41
1.85
2.31
3.57

.999
< .0001
< .0001
.032
.0106
.0002

3.433
3.61
3.65
3.39

14.05
20.40
21.42
10.70

< .0001
< .0001
< .0001
< .0001

3.03
3.24
3.32
3.28

0.926
6.90
8.95
7.75

.1774
< .0001
< .0001
< .0001

4.1.3 The Impact of Grade Level
The means of the answers to several questions clearly differed by grade level. In fact, the means for all of the
composite questions go down as grade level goes up. Thus, as students progress from grades 6–8, they seem to
become more negative in their answers to the questions. The students in grade 8…
• See less importance in the activities mentioned in question 1 than younger students.
• Are less likely to believe that the classrooms provide them with the ability to use the basic functions
of a classroom (question 2).
• See less impact from the classroom on their motivation and ability to participate (question 3).
• Are less likely to be happy with their classroom overall—noise, lighting, temperature, furniture, etc.
(question 4).
• Are less likely to believe that their school values creativity, critical thinking, etc. (question 6).
• Tend to have a lower engagement overall (question 7).
• Are less likely to believe that the design of the school overall facilitates movement and access to
others (question 8).
• Tend to see less impact from the building on their overall motivation and ability to move around.
• Are less likely to be in the “better” clusters.
This information is illustrated below (Figure 24). The next figure (see Figure 24) shows the average answers for
each individual item in question group 6, which asked about the values of the school. The blue line is grade 6,
the red line in the middle is grade 7, and the green line is grade 8. Average values go down as grade level goes
up. A section of questions looked at how the physical environment enabled the ability to move about in the
classroom and this analysis follows by user group.
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Figuure 24. Grade llevel of studennt vs. mean vallues of compossite variables

YYR 8

YR 6

YR 7

Figure 25.. Averages Q6: what the schoool values/studdents
4.1.4 “Movvement” Quesstions
4.1.4.1 Stuudents/Movem
ment
Comparingg “movementt” questions w
with student engagement ssomewhat dupplicates the reegression ana
alyses
reported aabove, but thee point is woorth repeating for some inddividual questiions. The abiility to move goes
hand-in-haand with higheer student enggagement. For students, quesstion 1, about the importancce of being ab
ble to
move, is a bit theoreticaal, and not surpprising that question items abbout the perceeived importannce of moveme
ent in
question 1 are less stroongly related tto engagemennt than are thee questions iteems in questioons 8 and 9 about
a
actually beeing able to moove, as shown in the table beelow (see Tablle 6).
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Table 6. Questions related to movement and engagement
Question Item
Q1b Move about classroom to be actively engaged - Importance of…
Q1d Have the choice to use different parts of the room to work with others - Importance of…
Q8c Ability to move to engage in classroom activities
Q8d Choose either to sit/lounge/stand in order to be active in the classroom
Q9c Ability to move around to become deeply engaged in my learning

Correlation with the SEI
0.248
0.208
0.573
0.496
0.507

The overall message is that for these middle school students, the ability to move correlates strongly with student
engagement. A look at the “ability to move” question items in question groups 8 and 9, and engagement shows
that engagement is higher for students who believe that movement is easier (see Figure 26). (A note about
boxplots: the line inside the box indicates the median value, and the box itself contains the middle 50% of the
values, giving an idea of the “spread” of the values.)
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

Q8c Ability to move to engage in Q8d Choose either to sit/lounge/
classroom activities
stand in order to be active in the
classroom

Q9c Ability to move around to
become deeply engaged in my
learning

Figure 26. Ability to move corresponding to level of engagement / students
4.1.4.2 Teachers
Teachers were also asked some questions directly relating to movement, specifically:
• Q1a Transition in and out of small groups—Importance of…
• Q1b Move about classroom to be actively engaged—Importance of...
• Q1d Have the choice to use different parts of the room to work with others—Importance of...
• Q2i Move around to keep students engaged (How well do classrooms provide this ability)
• Q2j Have your students move around to keep themselves engaged
• Q8c Impact of the design of the school on: Ability to have your students move to engage in classroom
activities
• Q9c Impact of the physical space on: Ability for you to move around to get your students deeply
engaged in their learning.
While the student answers to the analogous questions in their survey were positively correlated with the student
engagement index, the teachers’ answers to their questions showed little relationship to teacher engagement. The
questions listed above are all positively correlated with each other, and they fall into two basic groups: the three
parts of question 1 are well-correlated, indicating that teachers who viewed one type of movement as important
tended to view the other types of movement as important. The second group consists of items 2i, 2j, and 8c,
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which havve to do with the ability to move, and theey are stronglyy correlated w
with each otheer, but not with
h the
items in qquestion groupp 1. Question item 9c is on its own, thouugh a factor annalysis suggessts that it coulld be
grouped w
with the items in question 1. T
The means of tthe teachers’ aanswers to the “movement” qquestions show
w that
they believve that movem
ment is importtant (question 1), but are perhaps a little lless enthusiasttic about the actual
a
ability to m
move (see Table 7).
Table 7. M
Mean answers to
t “movement”” / teachers
Q1a Transitionn in and out of sm
mall groups (of 2 too 4) - Importance of...
Q1b Move aboout classroom to bbe actively engageed - Importance off...
Q1c Experiencce hands-on activiities during class ttime - Importancee of...
Q1d Have the choice to use diffferent parts of the room to work witth others - Importaance of...
Q2i Move arouund to keep students engaged
Q2j Have yourr students move around to keep them
mselves engaged
Q8c Ability too have your studennts move to engagge in classroom acttivities
Q9c Ability foor you to move aroound to get your sstudents deeply enngaged in their learrning

Meean
3.778
3.996
3.888
3.667
3.449
3.441
3.662
3.776

t Classroom
m
4.1.5 Teacching Outside the
Accordingg to the teacherrs, very little tteaching is donne outside the classroom at sschool A, whille more teachiing is
done outsiide the classrooom at school B; no teacherr at school B rreported alwayys staying in tthe classroom.. The
students do not complettely agree withh the teachers, in that they reeported much more non-classroom teachin
ng in
school A. Still, students in school B seem to repoort the most tteaching outsidde the classrooom, similar to
o the
teachers (ssee Figure 27)..

Figure 27. Teeaching outsidee the classroom
m
b as
Students reeport little diffference in non-classroom teaaching by gradde level. Interestingly, engaggement rises a bit
students geet outside of thhe classroom m
more (see Figuure 28).
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Figure 228. Teaching ooutside the classsroom / studennts
dents
A one-wayy ANOVA shhows that the ddifferences in means are real (F = 8.02899, with p < .00001). For stud
always tauught in the classroom, the m
mean engagemeent is 3.58, coompared to 3.991 for the 6–255% group and 3.94
for the “m
more than halff” group. Thesse results are similar to whhat we saw inn the “Omega”” survey. Teac
ching
methods aare often a prredictor of acttive engagemeent by the stuudents. These data are sharred from both user
perspectivves.
4.1.6 Teacching Methods and Strategiess Used
4.1.6.1 Stuudent Responses
The studennts reported onnly minor diffeerences by schhool, but as thee grade level rrises, hands-onn learning and team
projects seeem to decreasse, while lecturre and discussion increase (ssee Figure 30). The graph shhows the perce
ent of
students reeporting each method
m
as one of the top twoo methods usedd.

Figure 330. Teaching m
methods by graade level/students
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Another im
mportant way to
t illustrate theese perceptions from studentts is in the figuure below (see Figure 31).

F
Figure 31. Teaaching methodss/students
4.1.6.2 Teaacher Responsses
In questionn 10, which assked about teacching methodss used, differennces between schools were nnot significantt, and
so only thee total groupinng is shown heere. The teacheers put lecture//presentation nnear the bottom
m, while the stu
udent
put it nearr the top; an obbvious and im
mportant percepption to considder (see Figuree 32). One of the most impo
ortant
take-homee messages; teeaching strategies and pracctices to ensuure a variety oof activities ttake place ma
ake a
difference to student outtcomes. Perhapps this data shoows a best pracctice scenario for consideratiion.

F
Figure 32. Teacching methods / teachers
od. In
There werre too few respponses to deteect differences in the “Desiggn Supports?” answers by teeaching metho
Question 112 (Teaching strategies
s
usedd), differences by school werre not significant. This quesstion was not asked
a
of the studdents (see Figuure 33).

Figuure 33. Teachinng strategies uused/teachers
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In the “Deesign Supportss?” portion of qquestion 12, only 7 of the 1333 respondents gave an answ
wer of “Not well, 5
of the 37 ffor “Project-baased, and 2 of tthe 29 answerss of “Personal Learning” (seee Figure 34).

Figure 344. Teaching strrategy & does design supporrt it?
5. Limitattions
Action ressearch at the post-occupanc
p
cy level recognnizes that therre are multiplle factors that contribute to user
responses, and thereforee controlling foor variables is challenging. T
This survey w
worked to incluude some contrrol in
determininng the types of
o teaching strrategies used vversus the levvel of student activity perm
mitted, and how
w the
design of tthe learning pllace afforded thhose activities.
First, whille the surveys showed higgh correlationss between satisfaction withh the physicall surroundingss and
student enngagement, it must
m be noted that correlatioon was not thee same as caussation. Someonne might argue
e, for
example, tthat an overall positive attittude could be behind both bbeing more enngaged and beeing more satiisfied
with the bbuilding and classrooms.
c
Seecond, one muust be very caautious in genneralizing from
m our non-ran
ndom
sample of three schools to
t all schools iin the country..
6. Conclussion
Overall, thhis survey “woorked”, although some tweaaks would be hhelpful. Given that this was the first attem
mpt at
surveying middle schoools, the surveyy went well. T
The students sshowed only a little ‘surveyy fatigue’ and they
seemed ot understand thhe questions ass they answereed like those of the high schoool students. A
As was the casse for
high school students, satisfaction wiith the physical facilities goes hand-in-hhand with enggagement for these
middle schhool students, and the correespondence is the same acrooss gender, grade level, andd school, with little
interactionn. Some speciffic findings aree shared in term
ms of how theyy connect to thhe UEIF.v2 aree:
•

Students and
a teachers bboth perceivedd the design oof the built sppace impactedd student acad
demic
engagemennt levels at a hiigh rate of signnificance (Envvironmental Diimensions)

•

Teaching techniques
t
chhanged with ggrade level, aand along witth these moree didactic cha
anges
students’ attitudes
a
seem
m to become more negative. Thus, the more teachers embraced active
a
learning strategies, the more their students eliciited higher leevels of acaddemic engagement
(Behavioraal Responses)

•

Moving too learn was im
mportant as it increased enngagement levvels, and bothh response grroups
recognizedd its importance (Environmenntal Dimensionns)

•

Connectingg to nature annd being outsiide to learn w
was viewed as important, buut actually mo
oving
outside waas not done verry often. Whenn it was, studeents respondedd positively thaat it increased their
levels of enngagement (Internal Responsses)

•

When resppondents recoggnized the valuues of the schhool, or its situuational culturre relative to active
a
engagemennt, the perception was there were higher llevels of studeent academic eengagement, higher
learning ouutcomes, and m
motivation to aattend classes ((Value Dimenssions)

•

As with the
t
high schoool surveys, we found strrong correlations between student acad
demic
engagemennt and satisfacttion with the pphysical enviroonment, howevver, for teacheers, that connection
was much weaker (Enviironmental Dim
mensions). For teachers, thee cultural/situaational climate
e was
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more important (Value Dimensions).
Both student and educator perspectives are important to provide a holistic understanding of how the design of a
space for learning impacts student outcomes. A high level of statistical significance has been reached across all
schools, geographies participating, grade levels, demographics and user groups that YES the design of space
makes a difference for student academic engagement levels at p < .0001.
The knowledge gained across the level of cohorts we measured, and will continue to measure, impacts the way
one should consider developing design solutions from the macro level to the micro level. The UEIF.v2 continues
to ensure questions connect to this grounding framework. The 21st century learning goals, and teaching
strategies to support them are well articulated, and through post-occupancy analysis we bridged the connection
between design and performance.
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